We are now Refinitiv, formerly the Financial and Risk business of Thomson Reuters. We’ve set a bold course for the future – both ours and yours – and are introducing our new brand to the world.

As our brand migration will be gradual, you will see traces of our past through documentation, videos, and digital platforms.

Thank you for joining us on our brand journey.
PointConnect is the market-leading service for access to fundamental data for power, gas, agriculture, weather, hydrology, carbon, LNG and metals.

With PointConnect, you have access to a full standardized dataset of fundamental and forecast data from a range of key industry sources, plus the Thomson Reuters Research & Forecasts team. Gain a full history on all data sets. Data can be delivered over FTP or by making calls to a REST API. PointConnect features simple and convenient data presentation in CSV files. All data is described by our metadata taxonomy for easier access and immediate context.

**WHY POINTCONNECT?**

*Reduce time spent integrating data.*

We provide all the fundamental content you need in a normalized format, in a single repository which saves you time and costs.

*Take new datasets into consideration to increase the power of your models.*

PointConnect provides access to the Data Guide, a full range of Commodities data. Search for, and add additional data to your subscription with just a few clicks.

*Outsource the task of data-gathering.*

With PointConnect your IT can efficiently outsource the task of data gathering and maintenance to better serve your demands and save precious resources spent better elsewhere.

Comply without trying.

As long as you are compliant to the PointConnect agreement, you are compliant to all third-party source requirements. The data you find on the Internet may not be yours to use freely. With PointConnect, we ensure compliance to the source’s requirements to use the data so that you can share it across your team.

*Ask the specialists*

By using PointConnect, you get an end-to-end service built around the data with a strong technology offering, comprehensive metadata, and support with access to data specialists.
CURRENT OFFERINGS
European Gas
European Power
European Weather
Global Agriculture
Global Carbon
Global LNG
Metals
North American Natural Gas
North American Power
South American Power
Coming Soon: Global Oil

PARTNERSHIPS
In order to better accommodate the needs of companies without the IT resources to make full use of the commodities fundamental data, we have partnered with Lilac Energy Software Solutions. Lilac provides the Fundamental Data Management (FDM) product which works seamlessly with PointConnect to automate data download and enable easy management and analysis of PointConnect data. You also have the option of implementing FDM as cloud- or a client-hosted solution.

MORE INFORMATION FROM THOMSON REUTERS:
Read more about our products at:
financial.thomsonreuters.com/commodities
Send us a sales enquiry at:
financial.thomsonreuters.com/sales
Find out how to contact your local office:
financial.thomsonreuters.com/locations
Access customer services at:
financial.tr.com/commodities

Visit financial.thomsonreuters.com
For more information, contact your representative or visit us online.
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